Highlighting and encouraging young people to get outdoors, hunt, and feed the hungry!

STORIES FROM THE FIELD

Luke has enjoyed hunting since he was 6 years old. Now 13, he has harvested around a dozen deer total. He truly enjoys the outdoors, and I enjoy spending the extra time with him in the woods and afield.

I truly believe in hunting with my son now so I don’t have to hunt for him later - a comment I heard somewhere in the industry many years ago. I believe that the youth among us are the future of our hunting heritage, and we as mentors, conservationists, parents and role models should take every opportunity to share our time in the outdoors with them.

Although still young, Luke has come to understand many things in life as a result of his volunteering with FHFH. He has seen first-hand what our efforts do for our communities, our state and the families who benefit from our efforts.

While most kids spend their "off time" on computer games and with friends, Luke, when not playing soccer, has chosen to volunteer his time in the outdoors to further our cause.

He has personally chosen to donate EVERY deer he has harvested into our feeding program!

— Allen (FHFH Coordinator)

Tell us your tale!

Send your “Story From the Field” - Maybe about a deer you donated or perhaps just something unique that happened while you were hunting!

Mail to - FHFH, P.O. Box 323, Williamsport, MD 21795
or email to staff@fhfh.org
**FIGURE IT OUT!**

1. Place where food is stored to feed the hungry.

2. Activity that involves finding, shooting, and retrieving game animals.

3. Weapon used to shoot an arrow.

4. Type of deer common to most of North America.

5. Condition experienced when a person lacks enough food to eat.

**FHFH FAST FACTS!**

One deer can provide up to 200 meals.

1 out of 5 people struggle with hunger in U.S.

It costs an average of $50 to process one deer.

**COUNT THE MEALS**

About how many meals for the hungry could these deer provide?

- A) 250
- B) 850
- C) 1,200
- D) 500

**Check out these other great organizations for kids and youth!**

- nwtf.org/jakes
- rackpack.qdma.com
- archeryintheschools.org
- fcaoutdoors.org
- kidsgonehunting.com
- nxtgenoutdoors.com
- younggunsoutdoors.com
- takeemoutdoors.org
- kidsoutdoorzone.com